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Feedback from Systems Slowness Survey 
 

Applications respond poorly; slow to a crawl during peak nationwide hours. 

 

As a manager, I have noticed a tremendous slowdown on the GSA Advantage site and other 

websites as I'm researching for purchasing items and other researching other areas. 

 

Bringing up documents in eView is horrid.  Why are these not compressed? 

 

Capacity issues when a new program such as online entry training is introduced. Why this 

cannot be anticipated is beyond me? 

 

Compared to home (where I am not paid by the minute to work) and work, our Internet at 

work is ridiculously slow! 

 

Everything we do has a different web based app, and there is no centralization. There is a new 

trend where many web based programs are crashing 2-3 times per week. In particular, 

programs such as VIPr. VIPr data is used to gauge field office visitors, which directly impacts 

staffing. Yet, several days a week insufficient data is being reported. Employees have 

remarked they think it is intentional. 

 

Frequently in midafternoon (EST) the system begins to slow and programs such as VIPr 

experience downtime with a code 504 error.   

 

Has the agency intentionally dialed down our speed? 

 

Having faster internet connection will increase our productivity. 

 

I assisted 3 TSRs experiencing network access problems with CHIP, WEBTA, and DISCO, 

while in the process of completing this survey.  You pretty much learn to live with the slow 

speed and the lock-up! 

 

I believe better hardware and systems are required to make all of this "SSA Online" 

"Paperless" projects work. 

 

I have observed in this office consistent system slowness, often to the point of complete failure 

of an SSA application to load, on days in which beneficiaries are paid (i.e. 1st day of month, 

3rd day of month, and 2nd/3rd/4th Wednesday of each month).  These slowdowns are 

problematic and result in hours of lost cumulative lost time each month. 

 

I have the most issues with the LYNC IM system.  It locks up often and I cannot see what I am 

typing.  I also experience issues with not being able to access WEBTA.  I have to make several 

attempts to get into WEBTA because I will get alerts that say I am unable to log on and must 

try again.  I have had reports from others in the office that have difficulty with logons now that 

we have the SDS computers. 

 

I was shocked to see how slow our broadband is.  We have had issues with training, as not 

everyone can access VODs at once.  We have to spread them out.  No wonder!  
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With such a slow connection, it is a wonder that we can even have two VODs going at once 

and be able to still function.   

 

I'm very glad you're raising this issue.  Just Wednesday in staff meeting I mentioned that it 

seemed like things were slowing down and asked for a show of hands of agreement.  Everyone 

agreed. 

 

Interaction between PCOM and WAC (delay between the 2), MI Central being down, and 

other systems being off line during the week for any given time prevents us from working 

efficiently. 

 

Internet and web apps seem very slow. Websites, and clicking links take a long time to 

load/refresh. 

 

Internet Explorer 11 does not work well at all! I don't know if it is because our computers are 

so old and can't keep up with some of the features, or what?  Get rid of PCOM! Stop putting a 

Band-Aid on everything and just make the change already. 

 

Internet issues - affecting EDCS, VIPr, TCIS.  This does have a negative impact on our 

efficiency of service to the public. 

 

It is a daily occurrence.  We normally do not have serious issues that are office specific.  When 

programs crash or time-out, it's normally a multi-office issues.  However, employees have 

daily issues pulling up documents in eView, CFRMS, and ORS.  The lag time is ridiculous.  

Burning CDs can sometimes be very slow.  There are often problems in preparing DPS 

notices.  The program will lock-up or kick you back to the main menu.  Sometimes WAC will 

not work very fast.  WebTA won’t open correctly a lot of times.  We have very few problems 

with PCOM.  The problems are with the other programs.  The problems seem very random 

since they affect all employees, but affect them at different times.  I've often wondered if the 

number of people on the phones at any given time affects the upload and download speeds 

since VOIP uses bandwidth.  We might as well scrap Vision 2025 if SSA cannot resolve the 

bandwidth problem. 

 

It is erratic, unpredictable. 

 

It is increasingly frustrating to all employees in the office when systems and applications are 

slow or non-functional. Our computers in general seem to freeze up and work much more 

slowly than they have in the past. 

 

It is routine in our office to wait 2-3 minutes for a PDF file to open if it opens at all.  I 

sometimes get stalled when I log back onto my computer after being away from my desk when 

a simple log on takes 1-3 minutes that normally takes 15 seconds.  We also experience other 

intermittent delays for all programs where individuals try to do an action and it ties up their 

system for several minutes.  Some programs like CPMS are usually slow, sometimes worse 

than others and some programs like Work Track are interminably slow 

 

It is very slow to log in each and every morning.  I have to add remarks every day to explain 

my late (5 minutes or more) log in for "slow log in".  Throughout the day, many of the 
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applications slow to a standstill and we find ourselves waiting several seconds to minutes.  

This is true of agency intranet applications as well as Outlook and PCOM, etc.  It's very 

frustrating.  A lot of employee and management/ASC time is wasted when it's time for an 

employee to change his/her password.  We had an employee return from extended leave and it 

took two hours and repeated tries to get her password synced.  She was supposed to be helping 

with phones and reception.   Her "team" and the employee and the management person helping 

her were frustrated. In addition the public was frustrated because our wait times were high.  

The bottom line is this slow data speed and slowdowns throughout the day adversely impact 

our efficiency.  Something needs to be done.   

 

It seems like the applications that require Adobe Reader (i.e. EDCS) to bring up documents 

take forever upon initial load.  I just have to stop what I'm working on and do something else.  

After the initial load, subsequent loads are quicker, but it again takes what seems like an 

inordinately long time to close the window when exiting the application. 

 

I've been having major problems accessing Sextant--very slow and when I put changes in 

Sextant crashes constantly. 

 

Lately VIPr slowness has been our main problem but the issue tends to resolve in 10-15 

minutes.  

 

Logon and logoff seems to take too long, they must be a way to shorten the process, I never 

timed it but it seems to take 4 - 5 minutes. 

 

Logons are slow.  SDS issues when going from desk to FEI.  Due to system not connecting 

issues, it takes employee longer to resume working than when they had to log on with the 

tower.  Sometimes take up to 20-30 minutes to resolve.  I think it may be an issue with the 

docking stations.  

 

Many employees have mentioned that our systems seem to have slowed down a lot lately. 

 

Most of our current systems issues are due to the recent SDS install.  Connectivity issues after 

moving from a work station to FEI, or reverse, cause delays.    

 

Most problems reported: income/resource screens in MSSICS, TCIS, EDCS, and VIPr.   

 

New problem in the last several weeks was Outlook response time was slow and application 

would grey out.  

 

New software and systems enhancements are not properly and thoroughly tested. Often when a 

new system is released, there are various problems that field office managers and employees 

have to spend time trying to resolve. This needlessly takes time away from serving the public.  

 

On busy days we find that VIP, IMAIN, Outlook and other online systems are slow.  This is 

the time we need them most. CRs regularly complain about long load time for Uniforms and  

websites.  We need to have better system responsiveness if we are moving to more web-based 

applications. 
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One issue we have is the difficulty that employees are having logging into their workstations 

with the PIV card.  Sometimes they get client data errors, sometimes it says to call someone.  

Sometimes they can get on if they pull their PIV and just log in the old way, but for others, 

even that doesn't work.  I had one person that was able to log on at her own desk, but when it 

came time to interview up front, no workstation worked no matter how she tried to log in.  

Today alone, I had three people that had logon problems.  One took 20 minutes to resolve, one 

still isn't on anywhere (6 hours in), and another was successful but only at one desk out of 5. 

 

Our system is affected by the volume of phone calls in our office and probably calls being 

handled in other offices. We have noticed that on very busy days with heavy calls in and out of 

the office that the system gets progressively slower throughout the day. 

 

Our worst issue is at the end of the day. It's like the computer get tired of keeping all these 

programs open all day. Outlook (Not Responding), Internet Explorer (not Responding) - you 

know the messages I'm talking about. It takes me 15 minutes at the end of the day just to close 

everything and log off. Goodnight! 

 

Outlook has been quirky. 

 

Outlook has more periods of slowness throughout the day. I have also noticed slowness in 

accessing documents from my P drive and documents being locked as "Read Only" when I am 

the author of the document and it isn't being shared with anyone else. When viewing websites, 

my monitors will begin to flash rapidly and sometimes the pages will not load properly or be 

extremely slow in loading. 

 

Outlook seems to be a particularly big problem 

 

Over the past few months, the computer I access to has become slow and chunky -- to the 

point I need to shut down and restart my computer. It not only impact my work, but it 

especially impacts our TSR's ability to efficiently handle their calls. Hopefully, in the future 

we will have a more robust system. 

 

PDF files and viewing documents are really slow. 

 

Periodic problems with VIPr/server slowness, access to TCIS, WebTA 

 

Restarts at the end of the day take a long time.  Often users accidently pull their smart card out 

prematurely, before the shutdown has even begun because the computer is "closing active 

items in the background".  

 

Since changing servers and converting to SDS we FREQUENTLY experience systems 

slowness that requires staff to log out and restart their workstations.  This also causes frequent 

interruption to VIP which impacts operations and out service to the public. 

 

Since the Single device has been implemented, log in times are longer. 

 

Slow, very slow, especially after 11:00AM. 
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Some web-based programs cause the screens to freeze.  ORS, ePath and TCIS really take 

anywhere from 5 - 10 minutes to open and may freeze 2-3 times.  TSRs report they cannot 

have certain programs such as DISCO open continuously otherwise they will have to reboot 

their computer several times throughout the day.     

 System slowness normally resolves itself in 15 minutes.  We used to get feedback as to why it 

was happening but I have not seen any emails explaining the slowness.   

 

Systems access is not a matter of hardware here, we have the router that can maintain 100 

times the speed but SSA has simply chosen to pay the smaller amount for smaller speeds. 

 

Systems access isn't as big a daily issue for us as the problems with the laptops.  Since we 

received our laptops in June, we have had at least two employees per week, sometimes more, 

lose HOURS of productivity because of log on issues, etc.   

 

System often slows down more as day goes on and applications open. 

 

The biggest problem is slow logons, especially since we have FEI.  Employees spend much of 

their time logging on. 

 

The connections in my office are often slow.  At least 2-3 times per week the staff receives the 

504 Error code and has to log off and shut down in order to reconnect.  Not only is this an 

inconvenience for the staff is also causes delays when serving the public.  It’s bad enough that 

my office is short staffed and wait times are high and now we also have to wait for the system 

delays as well.   

 

The loss of productivity for each employee has significantly increased with the advent of SDS. 

Each day, the other management and I spend valuable time assisting the employees with SDS 

problems such as mice and keyboard not working, monitors not working, logon issues, and 

sound issues. Often times we have to have the employees log off and log back on to resolve 

the problems, taking away from time better spent working with customers or completing 

assigned work.  

 The network speeds are laughable for a government agency.  The network speed is so slow 

that it takes more than the five minute allowance on WebTA to log into the workstation each 

day.  Thus, WebTA is almost updated daily by all employees with comments explaining that 

network slowness prevented them from signing in timely.  

  

The new SDS computers seem to be a lot slower than our previous desktop computers.  I have 

noticed significant speed reduction. These laptops were not made to handle multiple excel 

spreadsheets open at one time.  

 

The password reset process when people forget their password or get locked out is too 

complicated and often takes the employee three tries to get back on. Being able to recycle 

passwords more often would also eliminate the wasted 10-15 minutes it takes some people to 

think of a new password because they constantly get the "this password was not accepted" 

over and over. 
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The roll out of laptops has caused lots of aggravation.  We are a two floor operation that does 

not have barrier wall.  Having to dock and undock several times per day causes lost 

productivity.  We have an additional security issue because the employees have to physically 

walk through public space and the public with their laptops to return to their desks on the 

second floor. 

 

The slowness in applications in periodic and it is worse some days more than others. 

 

The system became noticeably slower when SSI introduced web based pages for income and 

resource screens. Also, the DMA viewer has become slower. VIP seems to go down a bit more 

frequently now than in the last 6 months-we often join national tickets that are open 

 

The system is slow all around and we have gotten so used to it that we don't even realize how 

much time is wasted just sitting around for 30 seconds here, a minute there, all day long. 

 

The system was even worse on Saturday morning, July 11th!  Thrown out of eWORK and 

eRPA several times. 

 

There are times that VIPr goes down. It causes staff members to have to log out and log back 

in.  This usually happens over a 15 minute span.  

 

There seems to be intermittent systems problems that affect individuals on a daily basis. 

 

Training is perpetually an issue now. IVT's or VOD's generally malfunction. IVT broadcasts 

are regularly malfunctioning.  There is far too much lost time. Outlook regularly slows down 

or crashes. Rebooting fixes the problems with whatever is involved, but that means down 

time--time we don't need to waste. 

 VIPr goes down at least 1 or 2 times per week. This is a major disruption in productivity.  It is 

always in the middle of the day and it is completely disruptive.  We have to start handing out 

paper numbers and try to piece together who was first etc.  It is very stressful on both our staff 

and the public.  It is happening WAY TOO OFTEN!!!!! 

 

VIPr and SSNAP keep timing out on random days. This affects productivity.  

 

VIPr intermittent crashes seem to occur between 10-11 am and have been happening on a 

weekly basis over the past three months. It is random and is disruptive to our front end despite 

the outage being brief in nature. 

 

VIPr in particular is a real problem.  This sets our office back a great deal when we have to 

revert to paper numbers. 

 

VIPr seems to crash a lot and then it is hard to figure out what numbers need to be called. 

When VIPr crashes it can also inflate your waiting times because you can't clear number of the 

board until VIPr is back up and running. 

 

VIPr seems to crash nationally during the hours that we're open to the public.  
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VIPr slows down during the day and we have to log off most of the time. 

 

VIPr tends to go down often and without warning.  This is the most frequent problem that we 

have.  It is especially troubling as we are a very busy office and the reception VIPr kiosk must 

sometimes be reset. 

 

We are 100% dependent on the system. The number of instances when VIPr or PCOM or AFI 

sessions are nonresponsive is just too high for us to be as productive as we can. 

 

We are a laptop office without the barrier wall. The laptops constantly need reimaging and EEs 

are losing their print program.  Keyboards are flimsy and you cannot adjust the monitor.  The 

systems looks like something a teenager put together in their garage with scrap pieces of a 

computer because they could not afford a bundle package.    

 

We are in the Pacific. Some offices lose systems access at 2-3pm every day and have limited 

or no access on Mondays because it is still Sunday in Central Office. We have trouble 

promoting eServices because the online applications go down at 7pm or earlier for our 

customers. Our TSRP can't share calls with other offices, and can't have TSC help. Please 

consider the Pacific with systems issues. 

 

We are on the East Coast.  The system slows down later in the day, when the rest of the nation 

comes on. 

 

We are supposed to go to fiber optic soon - after how many years??? 2-3 at least! I had internet 

from the cable company. I decided to switch to fiber optic. I called CenturyLink, and had fiber 

optic in three days. Why and how is it taking so long to get this done? 

We constantly have problems with slowness. 

 

We continuously have email connection problems. 

 

We get random VIPr failures, one or twice a month. 504 error shows on screen at the kiosk, 

and if you hit refresh on a workstation. Lasts 10 or so minutes, systems never acknowledges 

the problem. Seems to me like when we had Infocast at least we got a relatively prompt 

message. SSA Alerts may as well be called SSA History, because any info on an unscheduled 

event effecting the FO is posted after the event is resolved. I don't need details, just a "Yes we 

know" type message would help. Switching to the web based pages of MSSICS and back also 

wastes time.  

 We have experienced varied problems with systems access issues. It is not just one website or 

program. 

 

We have frequent disruptions with VIPr and the mainframe which disrupts the operation and 

our ability to serve the public efficiently and effectively. 

 

We have frequent issues with our PCOM and VIPr running slow. We also have SHPC and at 

least once per month or more we have problems with accessing the server to provide assistance 

to the customers.  
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We have the new laptop configuration in our office.   Many users are experiencing delayed log 

which can run from 5 minutes to 2 hours.   

 

We really need to face the reality that employees are wasting lots of work time on non-work 

related internet time.  Agency wide the unfettered access to the internet is sucking down lots of 

bandwidth.  It is a huge time waster for employees.  The only effective way to address is to 

throttle back system access to the internet.  There is a strong business reason to support this 

action.  Many state agencies have taken these actions.  Virtually every employee in my office 

has a smart phone and knows how to use it.  Let them use their own data package to surf the 

net and at minimum save SSA bandwidth for SSA work.   

 

We spend a good amount of time waiting for our applications and screens to come up.  Then 

we end up restarting computers and waiting some more.  It seems the reliability of the intranet 

programs is very poor. 

 

We were told VIPr doesn't auto refresh to save systems resources? Yet somehow free websites 

can give me and thousands of others pitch by pitch text of live baseball games. I know the 

reasons, antique equipment, old computer code, etc. But are we really modernizing anything 

by going to 70's style web pages? 

 Whenever there is an upgrade or download on the weekend, it affects our Monday services to 

public.  

 

With the amount of work that needs to be done, we don't have the time for delays in the 

system.  The staff feels the pressure.  It is very frustrating. 

 

Work Track really takes a long time to work.  Many employees have trouble with WebTA 

also. 

 

 


